
Massacre in Qurunfûl village

Northern and Eastern Syria is under increasing barbaric attacks. Since 09.10. 2019 the Turkish state 
and its Jihadist proxies have caused a lot of violence, plundering and displacement.
These violent attacks cause many difficulties to the people and existing structures.
More than 200 persons have lost their lives and more then 350 thousand were forced to leave their 
homes and become refugees.

This attacks still continue, and in spite of the fact that since the beginning human rights, 
international laws and agreements have been violated, international powers and organizations stay 
silent. As consequence of this the Turkish State keeps bombarding local villages and targeting 
civilians.
21.11. 2019  Mahmûd Fetûh Elelo family from Qurunfûl village in Gire Spî in Rojava were hit by 
Turkish bombs, which resulted in brutal massacre.

After that the family was forced to leave their village, their place become a war zone. In the time 
when the situation became bit calmer, the family wanted to come back to their house and get some 
necessities such as food and things for sleeping.

Four members of the family, two brothers and two sisters went. When one of the brothers was on 
the his way to his uncles house to ask for help, a Turkish warplane bombarded the village and two 
members of the family were killed.
One of the brothers Nîzam Elo and his cousin Hecî Hemed.

Şehîd (Martyr) Nizam Miemed Fetoh, 19 years old
Şehîd  (Martyr) Heçî Hemed Selêh, 19 years old

Two women were also injured:

Newroz Mehmûd Fetoh Elo, 25 years old who was working as teacher.
Mohter’s name: Ferîde Mihemd Elî Mîrzo
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Rokistan Mehmûd Fetoh Elo Mehmed 
Mother's name: Ferîde Elî Mîrzo

During this dirty war civilians of different cultures, beliefs, and religion have been attacked and  
killed, the aim is demographic changes in the region and genocide of local people.

The international powers who took the decision about cease fire are responsible for this genocide of 
people in Northen and Eastern Syria and they must also take the responsibility to stop these brutal 
attacks and assure peace in the region.
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